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Abstract — The  modern educational system faces a number 

of exchange student's adaptation problems. It is necessary to 
determine the optimal solution for  foreign student's adaptation 
assessment, prediction and management, to form an indicator 
system for adaptation process prognostic and risk reducing 
models. This paper is devoted to the integrated approach 
development of mathematical algorithms and software for 
monitoring, evaluating and managing the foreign student's 
adaptation process  in the Russian universities. Methods of 
multivariate statistical analysis, fuzzy sets, data mining and the 
hierarchy analysis method were used in the study. An integrated 
approach to risk management was implemented to propose a 
criteria for the foreign student's adaptation abilities assessment  
(via the fuzzy sets method), and hierarchical risk model's design. 
The fuzzy sets method's application for the foreign student's 
adaptation level diagnostics in Russian universities makes it 
possible to successfully assess the adaptation level for any set of 
initial characteristics. The application of a heterogeneous 
sequential procedure allows to forecast the foreign student's 
adaptation development and disruption. The hierarchy analysis 
method allowed  data structuring for setting decision priorities. 
An integrated approach for the foreign student's adaptation 
assessment, prediction and management was implemented. A set 
of methods was developed to assess the level of exchange 
student's individual adaptation to the university studying  or its 
breakdown, decisive rules for the level of adaptation prediction  
were obtained. A decision support system has been developed for 
foreign student's adaptation process management. 

Keywords — exchange students, adaptation, disadaptation, 
evaluation, prediction 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
For the modern university, the international activity is 

ground for its sustainability and success. Today, the Russian 
universities have an ambitious task: to enter the international 
educational space and firmly establish themselves in it. The 
number of foreign students can serve as one of the indicators of 
the university's success in the international market of 
educational services. So, international education, double-
degree programs and academic exchange are actively involved 
in the process of educational system's export, which has 

resulted in the coherence of curricula and learning procedures, 
but with respect to uniqueness of the specific country's 
traditions and culture. Accordingly, there has been a growing 
demand for research on the problems of foreign student's 
adaptation. 

Exchange students are interested in the rapid adaptation to 
new conditions and adjustment of the ties that are familiar in 
their previous life in all the main spheres (in everyday life, 
pastime, studies, etc). Successful adaptation facilitates the rapid 
entry of students into the learning process and ultimately 
influences the outlook for contingent preservation and final 
results of the educational process.  The presence of multiple 
factors acting on the adaptation process at the same time can 
result in a large number of troubles, and it is difficult for an 
exchange student to deal with all of them without any help. At 
the stage of entering the unusual conditions of life and learning 
process, it is extremely important to get attention, 
understanding and condescension to the arising problems from 
the university staff. In view of the above, the university should 
take into account foreign student's individual and socio-cultural 
characteristics during the learning process organization and 
provide necessary help in the period of their adaptation to the 
new educational environment.  

Problems of exchange student's adaptation are relevant for 
higher education institutions in all regions of  Russia. The 
research presented in this paper was conducted mostly on the 
basis of the National Research Tomsk Polytechnic University. 

Studies on the foreign student's adaptation problems have 
been held in TPU for over 10 years. The identified problems 
and possible approaches to their solution are presented in a 
number of works [1,2,3,4]. However, most of them consider 
only certain aspects of this problem, while in general, it is 
necessary to create and implement in the decision management 
process (in the field of adaptation) a comprehensive program 
that will ensure the high quality of education and allow foreign 
students to achieve the best academic results with the least 
negative consequences.  
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II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
One of the directions of the administrative work of the 

university's international service is management of the 
exchange student's adaptation process. Optimizing the 
interaction of this social group with the educational 
environment conditions, which is the goal of managing the 
process of social adaptation, is now acquiring special 
significance in connection with the expansion of the foreign 
student's contingent in Russian universities [5]. 

Significant part of the foreign students who came to study 
in Russia leave back home for the first two years, facing with 
various difficulties. The need to manage this process is 
important because the overall development of the entire 
educational system for foreign specialists depends on results of 
adaptation activities. One of the features of the adaptation 
process is that students them self acts both as an object and as a 
subject of the given process [6, 7]. 

Therefore, the work on the organization of proper 
conditions includes several main stages. First of all, it is 
necessary to carefully study the main features and factors 
affecting the adaptation of foreign students. The most difficult 
and largely determining stage in the exchange student's 
adaptation is the first year of their stay at the university. 

Acquiring skills and behaviors for actions in certain 
everyday situations is decisive for adapting a person to a 
foreign culture. Skills and abilities are divided into technical 
(language skills, shopping skills, etc.) and social skills, which 
are much more difficult to master. Nevertheless human 
behavior is constantly improved (on the example of student's 
own and others' mistakes) and finally organized into algorithms 
and stereotypes, which can then be used automatically. 

In the behavioral aspect, special attention is paid to 
communicative adaptation in terms of personal and social 
communication [7, 8]. 

Communicative adaptation begins to manifest, literally, 
from the first steps on Russian soil. Unsuccessful 
communication with a representative of another culture causes 
disappointment. However, a person often does not understand 
that the source of these feelings is his own inability to 
communicate adequately. Three interrelated aspects can be 
distinguished in communicative adaptation: cognitive, affective 
and behavioral. 

Personal communication is closely connected with social, 
which manifests itself in various forms  from simple 
observation of people in public places or reading press 
materials and to personal contacts with friends. 

Social communication is usually divided into interpersonal 
and mass one, which consists in the interaction of the 
individual and his sociocultural environment without direct 
contact with individual people. The more experience an 
individual acquires in the sphere of social communication, the 
better he adapts to another's culture. To this end, it is necessary 
to have more interpersonal contacts with native speakers and 
culture, actively use the media [6,7].  

Speaking about social adaptation, it is necessary to pay 
attention to the tasks facing the faculties: 

• exchange student's social adaptation in a different 
socio-cultural environment; 

• exchange student's psychological adaptation to the 
educational space of the university, the new living conditions, 
the student team; 

• rendering assistance in physiological adaptation of 
foreign students; 

• rendering of the individual help to foreign students in 
the decision of various questions; 

• specially organized socio-pedagogical conditions in 
which the inclusion of representatives of other cultures in the 
process of intercultural interaction; 

• pedagogical activity aimed at the formation of 
professional educational values; 

• pedagogical activity aimed at the foreign student's 
adequate perception of the Russian language and cultural 
values. 

The curatorship institution is the  cornerstone in the 
adaptation process management. In order to understand the 
importance of social and educational work with foreign 
students it is necessary to present the whole complex of 
problems faced by foreign students arriving in our country. 
This problems are: 

1. Language barrier. In the initial period foreigners have 
less opportunities to ask questions or state their problems. 

2. Cultural barrier. Relations with native speakers and 
culture will not be adequate if the individual can not share his 
or her feelings with them. When a person achieves the 
necessary level of adaptation it allows to demonstrate both 
positive and negative emotions in communication with 
representatives of the indigenous culture. 

3. Unfamiliar climatic conditions. Some exchange students 
in Russia are completely unprepared for living in colder 
climates. 

4. Lack of self-sufficiency. So, the living conditions differ 
sharply from those to which foreign students were accustomed 
at home (in the best or worst for the various students side). 
Exchange student need to solve a whole range of various 
problems: medical treatment, economic and security issues, 
registration of necessary documents for migration accounting, 
etc.  

And in this case the curator can provide invaluable 
assistance [6,7] for newcomers. However, the tasks of 
adaptation process management, its diagnosis and information 
support acquire special significance for effective work of the 
curator. 

III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS  
The main purpose of the adaptation management is to 

eliminate the causes which can increase maladaptation risks. 
The effective management technology presupposes the 
compilation of an appropriate algorithm, the balanced set of 
methods and techniques for influencing the adaptation process 
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and set of both qualitative and quantitative indicators for 
adaptation process monitoring. 

In the process of the exchange student's maladaptation risks 
management we take 3 main stages of the risk management 
process (the process of making and executing management 
decisions aimed at reducing the likelihood of an adverse result 
and minimizing possible losses): 

1. Identification and selection of factors that have the 
greatest impact on adaptation process disruption; 

2. Assessment of factors, which affects maladaptation risks; 

3. Reducing the risk of maladaptation. 

We formulate the requirements for an integrated system for 
assessing, forecasting and managing the foreign student's 
adaptation during 3 main stages: 

On the first stage it is necessary to determine the basic 
composition of indicators that assess all aspects of the foreign 
student's adaptation, to find out factors with negative impact, 
which can lead to maladaptation. At this stage  it is necessary 
to select a set of techniques that are able to assess the level of 
individual adaptation, with respect to existing literature sources 
and expert opinions. Since adaptation is a complex, multilevel 
process, there is a large number of different evaluation 
methods. But it is necessary also to cut dimension of the 
indicative space in order to reduce the complexity of decision-
making process in risk management, so the resulting set of 
techniques should be also reduced. 

The selection of methodologies will be based on two 
criteria: 

1) the informative value of the indicators evaluated by 
selected methodologies; 

2) low laboriousness (which means that express methods 
are preferable). 

On the second stage (after the indicator's selection) it is 
necessary to evaluate obtained indicators and then use them to 
predict the development of foreign student's adaptive behavior. 
We are faced with the task of assessing the level of adaptation 
both in a complex and at different levels of adaptation, such as 
psychological, social, psycho-physiological, as well as 
assessing the adaptive potential. Another task is to predict the 
change in the level of adaptation and is also to identify factors 
contributing to the maladaptation of exchange students. 

On the third stage it is necessary to suggest possible ways 
of correcting the obtained indicators according to results of 
their implementation.  

IV. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY  
The purpose of the work is to select methods for reducing 

the risk of exchange student's maladaptation. It is necessary to 
analyze the activities with foreign students conducted in 
Russian universities, which will highlight the main areas of 
work with foreign students, which will reduce the risk of 
maladaptation. It is necessary to build a model which will solve 
the problem of choosing the optimal maladaptation risks 
management strategies and will assess their effectiveness. 

V. RESEARCH METHODS 
In general, adaptation is a complex, multilevel process and 

adaptation management is a comprehensive program that 
provides education quality for international students in order to 
achieve the best academic results with the least negative 
consequences [9]. 

At the current stage of the Russian educational services 
market development, there is no integrated approach that takes 
into account all aspects of the assessment, forecasting and 
management of the adaptation of foreign students. The 
drawback of existing approaches is their narrow focus, 
descriptive character and the lack of adaptation management 
models. Taking into account the above-mentioned aspects, the 
structure of an integrated approach to the exchange student's 
adaptation management was developed as it shown on the 
Fig.1. 

 
Fig. 1. Adaptation  management integrated approach 

A. Selection and assessment of adaptation indicators 
Due to the difficulty of testing a large number of  exchange 

students, the set of methods was reduced. Initially, there is a 
significant number of techniques for testing TPU student's 
psychological indicators (diagnosis of self-assessment by  
Spielberg and Khanina, differential diagnosis of depressive 
states, G. Eysenck diagnosis of psychological self-assessment, 
the Giessen questionnaire, "subjective control level",  "victim 
behavior addiction" questionnaire, ITO LN Sobchik 
methodology, SF-36 questionnaire, S. Maddy's test of 
resilience, Toronto alexithymic scale, OFDSI by Rusalova, 
morphological test of life values, Freiburg personal 
questionnaire, quality of life questionnaire (WHOQOL-100), 
"value"and "accessibility" correlation level in various life 
spheres" by Fantalova, etc) [10]. 

Information was evaluated on the basis of Kulbak's 
information metric [11,12]. To measure the amount of 
information, V.Viner and K.Shannon proposed logarithmic 
metrics that were recognized as quantitative measures of 
information back in 1948 independently of each other.  
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To assess the informativeness of the characteristics, it was 
necessary to break the values of each feature into several 
ranges. Those ranges were taken from the literature description 
of the implemented test procedures. The full list of techniques 
includes 97 indicators for evaluation. An analysis of the 
obtained values  showed that the majority of the indicators are 
informative for assessing the adaptation process, but their 
effectiveness differs significantly.  The characteristics with the 
most informative values  are (from different testing 
techniques): Control; The index of general adaptability; Mental 
health; Professional life; Stiffness; Personal anxiety; 
Financially secured life; Family life; Index of discrepancy 
"Value-Availability" (R); Achievements; Pressure; Depression 
level; Happy family life; SpontaneityQuality of life; Anxiety; 
Self-confidence; Involvement; Rheumatic factor; Hobbies. 

At this stage, the indicative space is reduced, which will 
reduce the complexity of decision-making in future 
maladaptation risk management.  

And it is important, that a set of methods, which allows to 
calculate selected indicators, covers all main types of 
adaptation. 

1. Psychological adaptation: Diagnosis of self-assessment 
by Ch. D. Spielberg, Yu. L. Khanina; G. Eisenk's test; 
Differential diagnosis of depressive states; Methodology of 
ITO LN Sobchik; OFDSI by Rusalova. 

2. Psychophysiological adaptation: the Giessen 
questionnaire; SF-36 questionnaire. 

3. Social adaptation: Morphological test of life values; 
Quality of Life Questionnaire (OCRQ-100); Test of hardiness 
by S.Maddi, Test methodology by E.B. Fantalova. 

4. Adaptation potential: The "Forecast" methodology, 
developed in the LMMA named after. S. Kirov. 

These tests satisfy all the necessary requirements for 
psychodiagnostic procedures, therefore they were chosen to 
solve the problem of assessing the TPU exchange students 
adaptation parameters. At this stage, the basic composition of 
the indicators for adaptation level assessment was determined. 
This set of informative signs also coincided with the most 
informative indicators revealed using WizWhy technology on 
the same dataset. 

B. Adaptation level integral indicator 
At the first stage, the values of each indicator were divided 

into several ranges. This ranges are compiled on the basis of 
well-known literature sources [13, 14]. Diagnostic coefficients 
were obtained for the entire set of characteristics in order to 
construct a decision rule based on the inhomogeneous 
sequential procedure method. The object of classification is the 
exchange student's adaptation level [15].  

A three-level states classifier with trapezoid membership 
functions was used. An example of the membership function 
for the "anxiety" indicator is shown in Fig. 2. Similar classifiers 
were constructed for all selected parameters.  

 
Fig. 2. Membership function for the "anxiety" indicator 

 

The classifier of the adaptation level is represented by the 
following functions: 

µ1(х)  - for an unsatisfactory level of adaptation 
(disadaptation); 

µ2(х)  - for a satisfactory level of adaptation; 

µ3(х) -  for a good level of adaptation. 

Levels of adaptation of foreign students [16]:  

• A good level of adaptation is a positive attitude 
towards learning, an adequate response to the professor's 
demands, a deep and complete assimilation of the material, a 
favorable social status in the team. 

• Satisfactory level of adaptation means a positive 
attitude towards the university (training does not cause 
negative emotions), understanding and assimilation of 
educational material with minor negative effects. 

• An unsatisfactory level of adaptation is the 
predominance of negative mood, complaints about health, the 
need for constant external control, the lack of friendly 
communication in the student's group. This level corresponds 
to unsuccessful adaptation (maladaptation). 

The measure of the student's adaptation parameters level 
belonging P(Ki) to the i-th class is determined by summing 
µi(х) for each of the indicators. 

Since the functions μ1(х)-μ3(х) are complementary, the 
following equality holds: Р(К1) +Р (К2) + Р( К3) = 1 

The indicator K * is an integral indicator for assessing the 
level of adaptation of foreign students. It is stated as maximum 
between Ki. 

K* = arg (max {P(K1),  P(K2),  P(K3)}) 

The proposed algorithm allows to successfully evaluate the 
level of adaptation of students for any set of initial 
characteristics.  

C. Exchange student's adaptation assessing and forecasting 
software 
The software for the exchange student's adaptation 

assessing and forecasting was developed as the Bayesian 
decision support system, based on the above considerations. 
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Functions of the developed information system are: 

1. Testing and questioning; 

2. Adaptation level assessment; 

3. Adaptation level forecasting; 

4. Student's professional guidance; 

5. Adaptation potential assessment (based on integrated 
indicators); 

6. Risk group definition; 

7. Generalized report and recommendations. 

Let's consider each function more detailed: 

1. Testing and questioning. 

Input information: student's answers to test questions and 
questionnaires. 

Output information: results of testing and questioning; 
report on the results. 

Testing of foreign students is based on a set of methods that 
can assess the level of individual adaptation, which were 
named in section 5A. At the stages of assessing the indicator's 
informativeness, it was revealed that the quality of recognition 
with few methods and only 20 indicators is no worse than the 
recognition by a full set of techniques having high informative 
indicators.  

2. Adaptation level assessment. 

Input information: results of testing and questioning. 

Output: value of the integral adaptation level indicator; 
report on the student's psycho-physiological   adaptation; report 
on the student's psychological adaptation; report on the 
student's social adaptation. 

This function makes it possible to evaluate various types of 
adaptation (psychophysiological, psychological, social, 
adaptive potential) on the basis of informative indicators, and 
selected psychological methods, both in a complex and 
separately. Assessment of the adaptation level is done by the 
method of fuzzy sets, taking into account the membership 
functions constructed according to informative indicators. The 
estimated indicator is an integral indicator for the adaptation 
level assessment. 

3. Adaptation level forecasting. 

Input information: results of testing and questioning.  

Output: adaptation level forecast. 

This function allows to forecast the development of 
adaptation opportunities for foreign students. Decisive rules for 
predicting the adaptation level based of the SPE can accurately 
predict the class of adaptivity assigned to the student. 

4. Student's professional guidance. 

Input information: results of testing and questioning; data 
on the educational programs. 

Imprint: report on professional inclinations and 
recommended directions. 

This function allows to assess the professional inclinations 
of students. The evaluation is carried out using the vocational 
orientation model constructed by the author [17] on the basis of 
discriminant analysis. Based on the assessment, 
recommendations are given on the choice of the educational 
program at the university. The right choice of a profession by 
students according to their abilities and interest in the specialty 
being mastered helps to prevent a decrease in the adaptation 
level.  

5. Adaptation potential assessment (based on integrated 
indicators). 

Input information: adaptation level forecast. 

Output information: values of the adaptation potential 
integrated indicators. 

This function allows to assess the adaptation potential of 
foreign students. The evaluation is performed using the 
integrated indicators constructed in the framework of this 
study. 

6. Risk group definition. 

Input information: results of adaptation level forecasting; 
the values of the adaptation potential integrated indicators; 
expert assessments. 

Output information: data on students at risk. 

Based on the results of forecasting and the values of 
integrated indicators, as well as expert assessments, this 
function forms a risk group, which includes foreign students 
prone to maladaptation in the process of studying at the 
university.  

7. Formation of a generalized report and recommendations 
on the results of testing. 

Input information: the results of the adaptation level 
assessment, the value of the integral indicator; results of 
adaptation level forecasting; values of integrated indicators of 
the adaptation potential; data on students who are at risk of 
maladaptation. 

Output information: risk group report; conclusion on the 
results of the student's adaptation forecast and adaptation 
potential; conclusion on the level of adaptation of foreign 
students; recommendations for group curators, psychologists of 
faculties. 

The expert, based on the information received about the 
current state of adaptation of foreign students and their 
adaptive capabilities, can plan the process of correcting the 
current state of foreign students with pronounced signs of 
disadaptation. 

The developed software allows to conduct repeated 
monitoring, to evaluate the results of corrective measures. 

The decision-maker can use any stage independently of 
each other, or the whole system as a whole. In general, the 
software "Assessment and forecasting of the adaptation of 
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foreign students" can be used both in the period of admission, 
during the period of study at the preparatory faculty, and 
directly at all stages of training for foreign students.  

VI. FINDINGS 
This software was used when working with foreign students 

in IС TPU (in particular with Vietnamese exchange students). 
The results of its application, in general, coincided with the 
results obtained by the international TPU service with the use 
of other (traditional) methods, in assessing the effectiveness of 
various so-called. "scenarios" and support programs. 

An analysis of the alternative scenarios evaluation results 
showed that the social level of adaptation is most effectively 
influenced by socio-cultural activities and, to a lesser extent, 
vocational guidance and pre-university training of foreign 
applicants. 

The psychological level of adaptation is most affected by 
scenarios of social and cultural activities and tutoring. 

At the psychophysiological level the vocational guidance, 
pre-university training of foreign applicants and socio-cultural 
activities are most influential. Analysis of generalized 
outcome's integral assessments showed the implementation of 
goals aimed at improving the social and psychophysiological 
levels of adaptation has the greatest impact on the 
maladaptation risk reduction. Logical conclusions, however, 
one can not but note the great convenience of the new 
methodology and the reduction of labor costs.   

CONCLUSION 
 The main advantages of the proposed integrated approach: 

• it provides a mechanism for adaptation indicators 
selection and ranking, contributing to the reduction of the 
characteristic space; 

• calculation and assessment of significant indicators 
(on psychophysiological, psychological, social levels and 
adaptation potential) takes into account the specifics of data 
assessed by psychodiagnostic testing methods, questionnaires, 
expert evaluation and expressed in odd terms; 

• it allows calculation of the generalized exchange 
student's adaptation level assessment; 

• it can be used for prediction of adaptation disruption, 
by a method suitable for all forms of distribution,  which can be 
also attributed to non-parametric ones; 

• integrated criteria can be used for comparing different 
adaptation strategies or scenarios; 

• modules can be used at any stage independently or as 
a whole system.  

The application of Kulbak's information measure made it 
possible to reduce the indicative space of markers that depicts 
the exchange student's adaptation level from 97 to 20 most 
informative. 

The software "Assessment and forecasting of adaptation of 
foreign students" can be applied in the work of educational 

institutions that have foreign students as part of the students, as 
well as enterprises that have foreign workers as part of the 
workforce.  

Research materials are introduced and used in the 
educational process at the Tomsk Polytechnic University 
(Institute of Cybernetics and the Yurginsk Institute of 
Technology); Moscow Humanitarian and Economic 
University, as well as in the organization of work with foreign 
students of TPU, SibGMU, TSPU and Moscow University of 
Humanities and Economics.” 
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